ZSOM Exam Wrapper

Do you think the questions/problems on this exam fairly reflect the topics you learned during this course?
Yes_________ No_________

Did the ideal answers give you adequate feedback?
Yes_________ No_________

How much of your preparation for RIA week was done alone and how much was done in a group?
% Alone______ % Group______

How much time did you spend doing the following?
_____ Reviewing notes
_____ Reviewing LOs
_____ Reviewing essays
_____ Reading text
_____ Meeting with faculty
_____ Studying in groups
_____ Self-testing (drawing out from memory, quizzing in group setting, recalling from notes, etc.)
_____ Other _________

Why did you lose points?
_____ Issue understanding concept
_____ Careless mistake/rushed/jumped to conclusions
_____ Studied but couldn’t recall information
_____ Trouble applying concept learned
_____ Never saw content in question
_____ Other _________

(Adapted with permission (obtained 7/2/19) from Exam Wrapper, Dr. Marsha Lovett, Carnegie Mellon University; Eberly Center; https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/designteach/teach/examwrappers/)
Do you think you spaced your study time appropriately, or did you find yourself cramming?

What did you do throughout the course to fill your gaps in knowledge when discovered?

Did you establish SMART goals throughout this course? What were they? Did you meet them?

Based on your answers to the questions above, what modifications and changes will you make for the next course? How can OAS help?

(Adapted with permission (obtained 7/2/19) from Exam Wraper, Dr. Marsha Lovett, Carnegie Mellon University; Eberly Center; https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/designteach/teach/examwrappers/)